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This article explores the representations and reasoning by which dialogue systems can work

collaboratively and creatively to communicate successfully with interlocutors in situations of

transient uncertainty. In these situations, dialogue is shaped by the hierarchy of activities un-

derway in the interaction, by the dynamics of linguistic context, and by the array of possibilities

that interlocutors take as open ambiguities. Only by integrating information of all these types

can a dialogue agent interpret incremental contributions from interlocutors during periods of

uncertainty, or formulate its own context-dependent utterances to help pinpoint the context and

resolve ambiguities. An empirical study with an implemented human-computer dialogue system

in a referential communication task shows how these skills of contribution tracking enable

new, more flexible, more robust, and more coherent strategies for interactive language use.

1. Introduction

People can work together to make sure they understand one another. This is both our
commonsense understanding of conversation (Clark 1996) and an important finding
of empirical investigations (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Clark and Schaefer 1989;
Brennan and Clark 1996). Collaboration emerges not only as an essential characteristic
of language use but a crucial reason why human communication is so robust to failure.
When we do not understand what others say to us, we can leverage our conversational
abilities to follow up provisional interpretations of what has been said and eventually
arrive at a sufficient understanding. For example, when identifying an object, speakers
are prepared to give many alternative descriptions, and listeners not only show whether
they understand each description but often help the speaker find one they do under-
stand (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986).

In computational linguistics too, researchers in pursuit of more natural, more flex-
ible and more robust interaction with conversational agents have sought to improve
systems’ collaborative conversational skills. The challenge involved can be illustrated
with the simple fragment of clarification dialogue shown in Figure 1. The example is
drawn from the evaluation experiment we report in Section 4, in which human users
interacted by teletype with our implemented agent COREF. As the user attempts to
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agent action
COREF: is the target pink?
A18: no
A18: it is brown
COREF: do you mean dark brown?
A18: yes
COREF (privately moves the brown diamond)
COREF: done

Figure 1
COREF asks a clarification question to disambiguate reference to a graphical display.

identify a specific object from the graphical display, COREF perceives an ambiguity in
how brown is to be understood, and decides to clarify with do you mean dark brown?

To achieve such interaction in a general way, we argue here, a system needs inte-
grated access to representations that characterize the organization of ongoing activity,
the dynamics of linguistic context, and the patterns of uncertainty that play out as in-
terlocutors work to achieve shared understanding. These different information sources
account for different aspects of dialogue.

r Conversation is organized purposefully, like all human joint activity
(Power 1977; Perrault, Allen, and Cohen 1978; Grosz and Sidner 1986;
Litman and Allen 1987; Pollack 1990, 1992; Rich, Sidner, and Lesh 2001).
We work step by step, breaking larger activities down into their smaller
components, each governed by an overall intention and linked to our
broader efforts. In Figure 1, for example, the clarification exchange comes
as part of the effort of identifying the color of the object, which in turn
contributes to broader tasks of identifying the object itself and taking an
action involving that object. Models of collaboration emphasize the
diversity of moves through which participants can coherently contribute
to extended interactions, and the need to describe them in the general
terms of purposeful activity. Heeman and Hirst (1995), for example, in
their plan-based model of collaborating on referring expressions, illustrate
the many possibilities for proposal, counterproposal, refinement and
acknowledgment that may be required of interlocutors, over multiple
turns, before they agree. Even the interaction of Figure 1 invites us to to
couple the dialogue structure induced by moves such as yes and done with
the successful outcome eventually obtained.

r Conversation exploits the distinctive status of utterances as linguistic
actions, with effects that update an abstract scoreboard or information
state (Lewis 1979; Thomason 1990; Bunt 2000; Matheson, Poesio, and
Traum 2000; Ginzburg and Cooper 2004). Utterances go on the record; they
also license anaphoric relations, raise or resolve questions, establish or
discharge obligations, and so forth. Almost every utterance in the dialogue
of Figure 1 draws on contextual information established by the preceding
utterances: the elliptical expressions yes, no and done, the pronoun it, the
presuppositional frame of the question do you mean. To generate or
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understand such expressions in a general, declarative way, depends on
maintaining an evolving representation of linguistic context.

r Problematic situations inevitably involve uncertainty. In the situation of
Figure 1, for example, COREF may not alway understand the user, but
neither is COREF simply ignorant of the user’s meaning. Rather, COREF is
in a position to maintain a set of plausible hypotheses about the object the
user is likely to pick and to reevaluate those hypotheses as additional
information about the user’s intention comes in. There is good reason to
think that doing so can make systems more effective at tracking ambiguity
and responding appropriately. For example, maintaining a probability
distribution over alternative recognition results can make it easier for a
system to combine evidence about user intentions from multiple
utterances (Bohus and Rudnicky 2006). It can also help a system to choose
whether to clarify user input or proceed with a possibly incorrect
interpretation (Roy, Pineau, and Thrun 2000; Horvitz and Paek 2001;
Williams and Young 2007).

Simply maintaining these representations is not enough, of course: the system’s decision
making must be sensitive to all of these different representations simultaneously.

In this article, we present a novel approach to these challenges for representation
and reasoning in dialogue agents. Our approach involves a set of problem-solving
mechanisms we collectively call contribution tracking, which describe the distinc-
tive collaborative processes that are required to interpret incremental contributions
from interlocutors and formulate new context-dependent utterances during periods
of transient uncertainty. In contribution tracking, the overarching problem remains
collaboration: to coordinate the execution of an agreed task, drawing on a rich shared
background of effective joint strategies for getting things done. Interlocutors’ moment-
by-moment coordination, as in any collaboration, depends on a fundamental opera-
tion of intention recognition: determining how an agent’s actions, in light of shared
background knowledge and expectations, commit them to a determinate contribution
to the ongoing activity. We address the distinctive properties of utterances by using
grammatical knowledge, including the contextual preconditions and contextual effects
of specific linguistic forms, as part of the shared background for intention recognition.

The key innovations in our model follow from our assumption that intention
recognition potentially involves uncertainty, so that there may be alternative ways to
reconstruct a plausible task contribution from the actions a speaker takes and the avail-
able background. To estimate the state of the ongoing activity after a newly-observed
action, agents must weigh their prior hypotheses about the collaboration against their
possibly ambiguous evidence about the speaker’s current intention, and propagate their
uncertainty forward. To plan an appropriate collaborative response, agents must assess
individual moves for their outcomes in aggregate across the likely possibilities. And
finally, to coordinate those responses, agents must synthesize utterances that make
desired moves without introducing new ambiguities, no matter what interpretation
they might receive in light of the different possible states of the conversation.

Our model is implemented in COREF, a task-oriented dialogue system that collabo-
ratively identifies visual objects with human users. We show empirically that to interact
successfully in its domain, COREF does need to work collaboratively to resolve ambi-
guities, and moreover that our model makes COREF to some degree successful in doing
so. At the same time, we highlight qualitative aspects of COREF’s behavior that depend
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on our new synthesis of probabilistic, linguistic and collaborative reasoning. It enables
COREF to understand ambiguous acknowledgments as giving partial information about
users’ meanings. It enables COREF to synthesize a generative range of coherent followup
questions to elicit further information from users in context. And it lets COREF resolve
uncertainty flexibly over extended patterns of interaction.

These arguments, both theoretical and empirical, constitute the main contribution of
the article. They serve to organize a diverse set of skills for the collaborative negotiation
of meaning in terms of the models and representations required to achieve them pro-
ductively, and thus help to map out the design space for new dialogue representations
and architectures.

The organization of the article is as follows. We begin in Section 2 by contrasting
the multidimensional representation and reasoning we pursue with the alternative
perspectives and assumptions adopted in prior research. We continue in Section 3
by presenting a detailed overview of the approach we advocate. Section 4 describes
how we implemented this approach in a specific referential communication task and
assessed the system’s behavior in interactions with human users; Section 5 refers the
results of our experiments to the innovations and limitations of our implementation.
We conclude in Section 6 by offering a further roadmap to the problems that remain to
be tackled on our approach, and signposting some of the key tradeoffs that may limit
the applicability of our results.

2. Situating our Work

The specific problem we address in this article is how to reason about context-
dependence in conversation while working collaboratively with an interlocutor to re-
duce ambiguity and achieve common ground. Every utterance in conversation gets its
precise meaning in part through its relationship to what has come before. This applies
to the clarificatory utterances interlocutors use to acknowledge, reframe or question
others’ contributions just as it does to fresh contributions. The distinctive issue with
such followups is that they must be formulated for a context about which speaker or
addressee may be uncertain. The speaker must be able to assess that addressees will
understand and respond helpfully to them no matter what the context might be.

This characterization suggests how our work lies at the intersection of three dif-
ferent approaches to specifying dialogue agency. The first is of course prior models of
collaboration, notably (Heeman and Hirst 1995; Rich, Sidner, and Lesh 2001). Our inno-
vations over these models come in the particular ways we regiment our representations
and problem-solving processes to accommodate linguistic context and uncertainty. We
describe these innovations further below.

The second tradition is engineering approaches to spoken dialogue systems, where
researchers have shown that systems should represent the uncertainty of their auto-
matic speech recognition results and take that uncertainty into account in their dialogue
management strategies, both to accumulate information across extended interactions
(Bohus and Rudnicky 2006) and to make better choices about when and how to clarify
(Roy, Pineau, and Thrun 2000; Horvitz and Paek 2001; Williams and Young 2007).
Such research demonstrates the simplicity and power of conceptualizing problematic
interactions in conversation in terms of transient dynamics of uncertainty about what is
going on. We carry this insight over into our work also.

We do not, however, adopt the formal setting for an increasing range of research
on probabilistic dialogue management: the framework of partially-observable Markov
decision processes (POMDPs), which casts choice as the decision-theoretic problem of
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maximizing expected future utility in a stochastic environment with hidden state. This
is a powerful and a flexible framework. Researchers can choose how to represent the
state and action space in a POMDP model of dialogue, so it is possible to develop state
models that include aspects of the hierarchical organization of coherent activity (Lemon
et al. 2006; Heeman 2007; Henderson, Lemon, and Georgila 2008) as well as aspects of
an evolving linguistic context (Henderson, Lemon, and Georgila 2008), and it is possible
to develop action models that formalize aspects of choice in language generation (Rieser
and Lemon 2008, 2009; Janarthanam and Lemon 2009). Such efforts show that POMDP
models do in principle have the resources to address the issues in representation and
reasoning that we are concerned with. Unfortunately, as their state and action spaces
increase in size, POMDP models require increasingly formidable engineering to deal
with the sparseness of data from which models are built and the computational com-
plexity of determining optimal policies; accordingly, most work to date has focused on
modeling user state, not the evolving collaboration or linguistic context in dialogue. In
practice, the fine-grained representations of context and the generative action space we
use in COREF would be too complex for current techniques.

We have other reasons to eschew POMDP models in our work here. In particular,
we envision that dialogue systems will continue to be built with many different kinds
of reasoning. On the one hand, fielded applications require consistent and intelligible
decision making—a goal uniquely suited to handcrafted interaction strategies, as Paek
and Pieraccini (2008), for example, highlight. On the other hand, the fundamental nature
of conversation as a coordination problem suggests the possibility of using game-
theoretic reasoning to make equilibrium choices in language use (Jaeger 2008), or to
adopt approximations to game-theoretic reasoning such as cognitive hierarchy models
(Camerer 2003), a generalization of the familiar minimax heuristic for game playing.
These alternatives potentially involve quite different foundational assumptions, opti-
mization concepts and learning algorithms from POMDPs. We take a satisficing ap-
proach to collaborative decision making (Simon 1978): we look to characterize moves
in dialogue that make sense as collaborative and coherent responses to uncertainty, and
focus on the knowledge the system must maintain to recognize them. We believe this
methodological perspective leaves our arguments compatible with the widest possible
range of frameworks for decision making in dialogue.

The third tradition we draw on is deep approaches to dialogue coherence, where
researchers provide detailed models of evolving utterance context in dialogue and of
the linguistic constructions that exploit this context. The strength of these approaches
is their ability to account for the specific utterances available in context for speakers to
signal what they have understood and where they need clarification. Deep coherence
approaches adopt the perspective that each utterance in dialogue must be tightly linked
to what has come before, in part because the speech act it achieves must stand in an ap-
propriate rhetorical relation to prior discourse (Asher and Lascarides 2003) and in part
because the linguistic constructions from which it is composed require specific salient
material to be recovered from the dialogue context (Webber et al. 2003). Formally, the
evolving context is modeled as a knowledge base, or information state (Bunt 2000; Lars-
son and Traum 2000), recording the facts needed to resolve underspecified utterance
meanings. For example, anaphoric reference is mediated by a specification of which
entities are available and prominent, discourse deixis is mediated by a specification of
what utterances have been used with what meanings, and reasoning about coherence
is mediated by a specification of the questions under discussion which remain to be
answered in the discourse (Larsson and Traum 2000; Ginzburg and Cooper 2004). We
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agent action
S15: Okay, add the light blue empty circle please.
S14: (privately adds the object)
S14: okay
S15: Okay, so you’ve added it?
S14: i have added it. It is in the top left position.

Figure 2
An ambiguous grounding action by subject S14 in a human-human dialogue.

embrace this general perspective, as well as many of the specific formalizations from
prior research.

However, deep coherence models often create explanatory tension by running to-
gether descriptions of how utterances update the context with descriptions of how inter-
locutors manage uncertainty. Deep coherence models typically handle problematic dia-
logues with an incremental common ground approach. The idea is to distinguish public
information, which can be assumed to be mutually known among interlocutors, from
pending or problematic information, which remains uncertain. Rules governing speech
acts with grounding functions, such as acknowledgments and clarifications, establish a
formal protocol through which pending or problematic information is eventually either
registered as public information or discarded as irreparable (Traum 1994; Poesio and
Traum 1997; Matheson, Poesio, and Traum 2000). For example, when a new utterance
occurs, its content may be marked pending and only recorded as public information
upon a subsequent acknowledgment act by its addressee. In many cases, such rules are
empirically suspect and brittle; in others they duplicate collaborative reasoning needed
elsewhere in a dialogue system. Let us consider each of these problems in more detail.

To start, acknowledgments in dialogue are not in fact unambiguous signals of
information becoming public (Clark and Schaefer 1989). For example, in an annotation
reliability study using dialogues from the TRAINS corpus, Core and Allen (1997) found
that annotators often had a hard time agreeing on whether an utterance was an acknowl-
edgment or an acceptance. In fact, Figure 2 provides a naturally occurring fragment of
human–human dialogue in COREF’s domain, where interlocutors themselves treat an
utterance of okay as ambiguous. In this interaction, S15 and S14 converse via teletype
from separate rooms. S15 begins by instructing S14 to click on a certain object in S14’s
display. S14 does so, but S15 cannot observe the action. This leads S15 to perceive
an ambiguity when S14 says okay: has S14 merely grounded S15’s instruction, or has
S14 also clicked the object? The ambiguity matters for this task, so S15 engages the
ambiguity with a followup question. Such examples argue for modeling acknowledg-
ments as giving probabilistic evidence of what has been understood and agreed in the
conversation, but not as marking a transition in a formal grounding protocol.

Meanwhile, as this interaction also shows, collaborators already face a general
problem of recognizing and responding to perceived ambiguities in their joint activities.
The ambiguity here, about whether the object has been moved, arises generally from the
fact that collaborators here have only partial information about the actions that have
been taken and the contributions those actions are intended to make to the ongoing
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task. Likewise, the question you’ve added it? instantiates a general strategy of asking a
question to settle a significant uncertainty. Thus, although ambiguous utterances can be
given a specific treatment using rules that update the discourse context in distinctive
ways—for example, marking them as suspended until a special process of clarification
resolves the relevant ambiguity(Ginzberg and Cooper 2004; Purver 2004)—such treat-
ments seem couched at the wrong level of abstraction. An agent that can ask questions
to resolve task ambiguities will already be able to resolve communicative ambiguities
the same way.

Finally, connecting context update to the resolution of perceived ambiguities may
guarantee common ground, but leaving ambiguities open can make a collaborative
agent more flexible. An agent that demands a clear context but lacks the resources to
clarify something may have no recourse but to take a “downdate” action—to signal to
the user that their intended contribution was not understood, and discard any alterna-
tive possible contents. If the agent can proceed, however, the agent may get evidence
from what happens next to resolve its uncertainty and complete the task.

We use models of collaborative activity to reconcile and bridge the insights of deep
coherence approaches to linguistic context and probabilistic approaches to uncertainty
management. The collaborative perspective brings two signal advantages. First, it offers
an expansive understanding of the actions available to interlocutors in dialogue, and
particularly flexible ways to represent their possible interrelationships and effects. We
give particular attention to the task-specific collaborative problem-solving subtasks and
moves involved in coordinating problematic referential communication, building on
a range of previous models, particularly (Heeman and Hirst 1995; Lochbaum 1998;
Blaylock, Allen, and Ferguson 2002). Moreover, as usual in collaborative models (Rich,
Sidner, and Lesh 2001; Allen et al. 2007), our treatment applies uniformly not only to
linguistic actions but also object manipulation and other task actions in our interface.
This flexibility allows us to respect the general insights of deep coherence approaches
to dialogue—particularly the use of a precise dynamic semantics to characterize the
evolving utterance context and its effects on utterance interpretation—while tying am-
biguity and its resolution tightly to the specific goals and expectations that prevail in
our communicative setting. In particular, we use a knowledge interface to mediate
between domain-general meanings and the domain-specific ontology required for a
particular activity and setting (DeVault, Rich, and Sidner 2004). This allows us to build
interpretations using domain-specific representations for referents, for task moves, and
for the domain properties that characterize referents.

Second, collaborative models adopt an inherently inferential account of the link
between utterances and task moves. Interpreting an utterance as an action involves
recognizing the speaker’s intention: figuring out what the speaker meant to do, re-
constructing implicit information and resolving ambiguity, by applying background
assumptions that ultimately describe the speaker’s mental state (Perrault, Allen, and
Cohen 1978; Pollack 1990). Intention recognition thus provides a framework to reconcile
the complex context dependence of linguistic utterances with the fact of uncertainty in
dialogue and the corresponding probabilistic representation of the state of the conversa-
tion. Moreover, intentions have a privileged status in joint activity because of the mutual
commitment all collaborators have to a successful outcome (Cohen and Levesque 1990;
Grosz and Kraus 1996). Computationally, this commitment results in agents organiz-
ing their choices so that their intentions are recognizable, and assuming that others
do the same (Carberry 2001). The distinctive commitments and reasoning associated
with contributions to collaborative activity plays out in the distinctive problem-solving
mechanisms of our treatment of grounding and clarification.
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Our approach builds particularly closely on our earlier work on formulating com-
municative intentions in dialogue (Stone et al. 2003; Stone 2004b). This work offers a
particularly lightweight and flexible understanding of collaboration, in two respects.
First, we use intention representations that formalize just the content of speaker’s
plans, and not, as in previous models (Perrault, Allen, and Cohen 1978; Pollack 1990),
all the attitudes to which that content might implicitly commit the speaker. Second,
we assume that collaboration emerges from specific patterns of problem solving in
deliberation—particularly orchestrating actions to have recognizable intentions and
interpreting actions accordingly—rather than from particular dynamics of mutual at-
titudes. Our lightweight, flexible approach makes our representations simpler than
antecedents like Heeman and Hirst (1995) while supporting a broader range of utterance
types. For example, their approach to the dialogue of Figure 1 would have interlocutors
coordinating on goals and beliefs about a syntactic representation for the dark brown
object; for us, this description and the interlocutors’ commitment to it are abstract results
of the underlying collaborative activity. We discuss the theoretical underpinnings of our
new view and their consequences in more detail elsewhere (Stone 2004a; DeVault 2008).

Our main contribution here to the literature on collaboration in dialogue, then,
consists in the arguments we present that uncertainty needs to be put front and center
in tracking contributions to conversation. Previous collaborative systems offer only
limited abilities to cope with ambiguity and incomplete information (Lesh, Rich, and
Sidner 2001; Allen et al. 2007). Our preliminary implementations of collaborative refer-
ence (DeVault et al. 2005) also avoided uncertainty about the context. Initially, in fact,
we saw it as a theoretical challenge just to reconcile the idea of uncertainty in context
with established pragmatic theories (DeVault and Stone 2006; Thomason, Stone, and
DeVault 2006), in light of Stalnaker’s influential identification of conversational context
with interlocutors’ common knowledge, an inherently bivalent construct (Stalnaker
1974). Our short paper (2007) offers a brief overview of our model, implementation and
experiment, but the results and arguments that are most important in this article had yet
to take shape. Some can be found in preliminary form in DeVault’s unpublished PhD
dissertation (2008), along with a complete description of COREF and its implementation.

3. Contribution Tracking

We present our ideas through a detailed analysis of a referential communication task
studied in pairs of human subjects by Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986). Each interlocutor
perceives a collection of visual objects, as illustrated in Figures 1–2. The interlocutors
perceive identical objects, but with shuffled spatial locations. One interlocutor, who
we call the director, sees a target object highlighted on their display with an arrow,
and is charged with conveying to their partner, who we call the matcher, which of the
displayed objects is the target. The interlocutors go through the objects one by one, with
the matcher attempting to identify and click on the correct target at each step.

In Section 3.1, we show how we regiment collaboration, communicative action and
uncertainty in this domain. We characterize collaboration partly in terms of an evolving
task state and partly in terms of patterns of possible coherent activity. The task state
registers the progress interlocutors make in negotiating problem-solving efforts and in
achieving domain goals. In referential communication, for example, when interlocutors
work to build a description that uniquely characterizes a target object, the task state
records the descriptive attributes that have been contributed and the set of alternative
objects that share those attributes and remain possible candidates for reference. The
task state also manages linguistic context dependence, by recording such things as
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the utterances that have been used and the discourse referents that have been made
salient. Patterns of task activity organize the collaboration into a hierarchy of ongoing
subtasks, and directly constrain the moves that interlocutors can coherently make, either
implicitly or explicitly, in each state. By drawing on these background constraints, we
can formalize the problem of recognizing the speaker’s intention in using an utterance
as a problem of abductive inference: we must interpret the logical form of the utterance
in context as a signal of the coherent sequence of task actions the speaker is committed
to carry out next (Hobbs et al. 1993).

In Section 3.2, we describe the process of contribution tracking as a set of reasoning
capabilities defined over our dialogue representations. We put particular focus on the
generative mechanisms that lead our system, COREF, to produce clarification requests
like the example do you mean dark brown of Figure 1. To start, COREF’s reasoning exposes
ambiguity about what the user means as uncertainty in the dialogue state that results
from the user’s utterance. Here COREF assumes that the user intends to identify the
color of the target object with it is brown and therefore finds two possible interpretations:
one for the dark brown color of the empty diamond and one for the light brown color
of the solid square. After the utterance, COREF is uncertain about which meaning was
intended and thus which constraint the user has contributed.

Second, COREF’s dialogue strategies are formulated for an uncertain dialogue state.
This allows COREF to proceed with appropriate high-level dialogue moves despite
having more than one alternative for what the context is. Here COREF settles on a
clarification move, because we have specified a policy of that COREF should clarify
when its alternatives describe different constraints on the target object. For other kinds
of uncertainty, COREF might proceed without clarifying.

Third, COREF’s reasoning in generation aims to synthesize utterances for which the
user will recover a specific and useful interpretation no matter what the context is.
Here COREF explicitly constructs the utterance do you mean dark brown by carrying out
an incremental derivation using a lexicalized grammar. The rich representation of the
utterance context allows the system to recognize the applicability of forms that cohere
with what has gone before, such as the use of the frame do you mean to refer to content
from the previous utterance, whatever it may have been. The model predicts that this
underspecification is unproblematic, but predicts that the ambiguity of brown must be
eliminated and therefore motivates the adjunction of the modifier dark.

3.1 Actions, Tasks, State and Uncertainty

The context for COREF describes both the state of the ongoing referential activity and
the semantic and pragmatic status of information in the dialogue. Foundationally,
we understand this context as a product of prior interlocutor action, one ultimately
determined by the understood conventions through which people normally coordinate
referential communication (Lewis 1979; DeVault and Stone 2006). We therefore assume a
quite indirect relationship between the collaborative context and constructs like mutual
belief that describe interlocutors’ occurrent mental states.

The fundamental unit of description for context dynamics is the task action, an
abstract move that effects a contribution to the ongoing activity. Task actions can be
closely associated with overt behaviors carried out in public by interlocutors, or they
may be tacit, so that some interlocutors have no direct evidence that the action has
taken place (Thomason, Stone, and DeVault 2006). Overt actions in COREF’s domain
include interface actions that update both interlocutors’ displays, as well as the actions
that are grammatically associated with linguistic material. Such actions include both
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the main point of an utterance, for example asking a question, as well as incidental,
grammatically-specified changes to the context, for example raising a discourse referent
to salience. Tacit actions in COREF’s domain include interface actions that update only
one interlocutor’s display, such as moving objects around the display, as well as task-
relevant cognitive actions, such as identifying the target object or implicitly initiating,
completing, or abandoning a subtask. A speaker is free to use tacit actions as well as
overt task actions to update the context. However, successful coordination requires the
speaker to provide sufficient evidence in their overt behavior to reconstruct any tacit
actions they have committed to.

Task actions are organized into broader patterns of coherent activity through a set
of task networks describing the possible sequences of actions that interlocutors may use
coherently to complete a task. For example, COREF has a single-object reference task
that tracks how a director D and matcher M together set up and solve a constraint-
satisfaction problem to identify a target object. In any state, D and M have agreed
on a target variable T and a set of constraints that the value of T must satisfy. When
M recognizes that these constraints identify R, the task ends successfully. Until then,
D can take actions that contribute new constraints on R. Since what D says adds to
what is already known about R, the identification of R can be accomplished across
multiple sentences with heterogeneous syntactic structure. The inventory of tasks in
COREF also includes an overall multi-object reference task, a yes/no question task, a
reminder question task, a clarification task, and an ambiguity-management task that is
automatically pushed after each utterance or action. In addition to task networks, COREF

includes a small set of rules which allow an additional range of general-purpose actions
to occur at a wide variety of points in the dialogue. These include asking a yes/no or wh-
question, describing what has just happened in the interaction, and abandoning a task
currently under way. DeVault (2008) gives full details about the specific task networks
and general rules implemented in COREF.

The dialogue state, meanwhile, offers a representation of the instantaneous status
of the interaction. We specify not only a stack of tasks that are underway but also use
appropriate task-specific data structures to record the progress that has been made in
each. For example, for each collaborative reference task, the dialogue state includes a
constraint network; the constraint network represents the candidate objects that might
be the target, the properties the target must have, given the assertions that have been
made so far, and the properties that the target cannot have, given the assertions that
have been denied so far. This allows the context to track progress towards identifying
the target uniquely. Analogously, the dialogue context includes representations of the
extralinguistic context, including the objects and properties visible in the display, and
representations of the linguistic context, including aspects of the discourse history such
as specifications of recent utterances and of salient referents.

A primitive update operation do(c, a) describes the new dialogue state that results
after the task action a is executed in dialogue state c. By iterating this update operation,
we can describe the composite effect do∗(c, A) of a sequence of task actions A. This in
turn determines what happens when interlocutors take overt behaviors. Interlocutors
contribute to conversation by manifesting a suitable communicative intention—in other
words by carrying out an observable behavior with a specific commitment as to how
that behavior will generate a sequence of actions that links up with and updates the
dialogue state. We formalize the effects of an intention i using behavior b to generate a
sequence of task actions A through a function update(c, i). The same model of update is
used for both interlocutors—director and matcher, user and system. This function first
revises the state to record the fact that behavior b was observed and signaled intention
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i as part of the history of the interaction; then the function updates the state with the
effects of the action sequence A; and finally it revises the ongoing task by pushing an
ambiguity management subtask which affords interlocutors the chance to acknowledge
and clarify how the behavior was to be interpreted in subsequent discourse, before
proceeding further with the task. In fact, the internal representations of intentions in
COREF actually formalize the explanation why the speaker would expect their observ-
able behavior in context to generate the actions they intend (Stone 2004a). However, for
ease of exposition in this paper, we will usually indicate the actions that an interlocutor
commits to as a shorthand for their intention.

Of course, interlocutors actually produce and observe behaviors rather than actions.
They must recognize intentions by inference. We assume that the speaker applies the
same problem-solving characterization in formulating utterances and intentions as the
addressee applies in recognizing intentions from utterances, and COREF uses the same
model both in understanding and in generation and as director and as matcher. In
particular, we regiment calculating the interpretation of an utterance as an abductive
constraint satisfaction problem. One source of constraints is the task network that de-
scribes possible actions in context. The other is background knowledge about the kinds
of intentions associated with specific observable behaviors. This is particularly impor-
tant for utterances, where the interpretive background is specified by the grammar.
In particular, the grammar associates utterances with schematic specifications of task
moves that contain variables. These variables are subject to grammatically-specified
presupposed constraints. These constraints must be satisfied in the current dialogue
state on the intended resolution of the variables. An abductive process of constraint
satisfaction is necessary because the interpreter must be prepared to hypothesize that
the current dialogue state has been implicitly updated by tacit actions which are not yet
associated with observable behaviors.

In this constraint satisfaction process, the interpreter’s evidence may still leave
multiple options open. When it does, the interpreter is uncertain about the dialogue
state that results from the action.

We will use the example subdialogue in Figure 1 to illustrate how these represen-
tations describe problematic interactions in ways that allow interlocutors to recognize,
react to, and overcome their transient uncertainty. Figure 3 depicts the evolving repre-
sentations of context in this dialogue as maintained utterance-by-utterance by COREF.
The topmost row, under the heading ‘EI’ (for ‘Experiment Interface’), shows COREF’s
perspective on the visual objects. This perspective grounds out in a database describing
these objects and their properties as part of the dialogue state. An ellipsis indicates that
COREF’s version of the experiment interface has not changed from one step to the next,
so that the corresponding database carries over unchanged.

The second row indicates the “time”. Time ticks with each observable event that
moves the interaction forward. The observable event (‘OE’) that is next to occur is
indicated in the third row.

The fourth row schematizes the intentions that COREF attributes to interlocutors
to move the conversation forward, and the updates that those intentions trigger. It
illustrates the evolving dialogue states – with state identifiers like s55812, s55979, etc.
– and shows how they are interrelated by the interpretations that COREF assigns to
observed events. It describes each interpretation in terms of the tacit actions that COREF

hypothesizes to make the utterance coherent, and the overt actions that COREF takes
the speaker to be committed to, on that interpretation. The uncertainty COREF faces
is indicated by the presence of alternative states. The presence of a single node, such
as s55812 in the figure, indicates that COREF is completely certain. By contrast, the
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alternatives present at times 4, and 5 shows that COREF is temporarily uncertain which
of two dialogue states is the correct one.

Figure 3: COREF eliminates a perceived ambiguity

EI:

Candidate Objects    Your scene    

...

Time: 1 2

OE: COREF: is the target pink ? a18: no

CT:
s55812 s55979 s57195 ...

i1,1 i2,1

i1,1= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[a18 does clickContinue[]]],
a18 : pushCollabRef[a18, COREF, t18],
COREF : pushYNQ[COREF, a18, addcr[t18, P], negcr[t18,
P]],
COREF : askYNQ[addcr[t18, palevioletredFigureObject(t18)]],
COREF : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t18)]〉

i2,1= 〈 a18 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[is the target pink ?]]],
a18 : negcr[t18, palevioletredFigureObject(t18)]〉

EI: ... ...

Time: 3 4

OE: a18: it is brown
COREF: do you mean dark brown
?

CT:
s57195 s58133

s58148

s58406 ...

s58416 ...

i3,1

i3,2

i4,1

i4,2

i3,1= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[a18 does say[no]]],
a18 : addcr[t18, saddlebrownFigureObject(t18)],
a18 : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t18)]〉

i3,2= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[a18 does say[no]]],
a18 : addcr[t18, sandybrownFigureObject(t18)],
a18 : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t18)]〉

continues on next page...
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Figure 3: COREF eliminates a perceived ambiguity (continued)

i4,1= 〈 COREF : pushClarify[[a18 does say[it is brown]], a18,
COREF, Brown],
COREF : pushYNQ[COREF, a18, addcr[Brown, P],
negcr[Brown, P]],
COREF : askYNQ[addcr[Brown, equal(Brown,
saddlebrownFigureObject)]]〉

i4,2= 〈 COREF : pushClarify[[a18 does say[it is brown]], a18,
COREF, Brown],
COREF : pushYNQ[COREF, a18, addcr[Brown, P],
negcr[Brown, P]],
COREF : askYNQ[addcr[Brown, equal(Brown,
saddlebrownFigureObject)]]〉

EI: ... ...
Time: 5 6

OE: a18: yes COREF: done

CT:
s58406

s58416 X

s60204 s60320 ...
i5,1 i6,1

i5,1= 〈 a18 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[do you mean dark brown
?]]],
a18 : addcr[Brown, equal(Brown, saddlebrownFigureObject)]〉

i6,1= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[a18 does say[yes]]],
COREF : setVarValue[Brown, saddlebrownFigureObject],
COREF : setVarValue[t18, rh656899_4],
COREF : addToScene[rh656899_4],
COREF : past[COREF, addToScene[rh656899_4]]〉

Inspecting the intention representations more closely allows us to make our dis-
cussion thus far more concrete. We begin with COREF’s utterance, is the target pink?
for which the intention is schematized as i1,1. At this point in th dialogue, Subject
A18 has clicked through to reveal the next object they had to describe as the director.
Accordingly, intention i1,1 begins by hypothesizing a sequence of three tacit actions
that set the stage for COREF’s question within the overall activity: first, the move where
COREF implicitly passes (tacitNop) on the opportunity to clarify the meaning of its
interlocutor’s last interface action; second, the move where the interlocutors tacitly
begin to collaborate on a new collaborative reference task (pushCollabRef) on the
next target, t18; and third, the move where COREF tacitly begins a nested segment of
the discourse (pushYNQ) aimed at adding or rejecting a constraint about the target. The
intention concludes with the two actions that are associated overtly with the utterance:
a move actually asking the question whether the target is pink (in domain terms,
whether it has the property palevioletredFigureObject); and a grammatically-
specified move replacing whatever previously had the pragmatic status inFocus with
the discourse referent t18 for the target.
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The reply no gets associated with the intention i2,1. As before, it begins by implicitly
passing on the opportunity to clarify the meaning of COREF’s utterance. It goes on (with
negcr) overtly to reject the constraint COREF has proposed.

The user continues with it is brown. The ambiguity leads to two possible intentions,
represented as i3,1 and i3,2. The two intentions agree in structure in this case. Both
begin by assuming that COREF implicitly passes on the opportunity to clarify on the
answer the user has just provided; this pops not only the ambiguity management
subtask but also the question subtask COREF has initiated, so that we return to the
overall collaborative reference process to identify t18. To this task, the user now overtly
adds a constraint (addcr). It is either, for i3,1, that the target has the dark brown
color represented as saddlebrownFigureObject, or, for i3,2, that the target has the
light brown color represented as sandybrownFigureObject. Finally, as before, the
utterance also effects the overt move of maintaining the discourse referent t18 with the
status inFocus. The ambiguity in interpretation at step 3 is exposed as ambiguity in
about the conversational state at step 4.

The response given by COREF at step 4 takes the opportunity to make a series of
moves within the ambiguity management task introduced with the user’s utterance at
step 3. Because the interpretation of an utterance is inherently defined only relative
to a specific context, we represent the interpretation that the utterance gets in state
s58133, as represented in i4,1, separately from the interpretation that it gets in state
s58148, as represented in i4,2. In fact, though, in this case, those two intentions have
the same content. This content is to begin a clarification subdialogue, which has the
same logical structure as any other dialogue for collaborative reference, except that the
target entity that the interlocutors are working to identify is in fact a specific referent
involved in the meaning of the last utterance. In this case, the target variable Brown
represents whatever the user meant by brown in utterance 3. The move that COREF

makes in this subdialogue is exactly parallel to the move it made in utterance 1: COREF

pushes a subdialogue to determine whether the target value is actually identical to the
domain propertysaddlebrownFigureObject, and raises the question with the move
askYNQ which is overtly associated with COREF’s question.

At move 5 comes the reply yes. In state s58406 this reply is interpreted as i5,1: the
speaker passes up the chance to address ambiguity in COREF’s clarification task, and
goes on to add the constraint that the variable Brown should in fact equal the domain
property saddlebrownFigureObject. In state s58416, however, this utterance has
no coherent interpretation. The anaphoric structure of the speaker’s answer, in this dis-
course context, determines that the utterance could only serve as to add the constraint
that Brown should be saddlebrownFigureObject. Meanwhile, this state already
records the fact that Brown must be sandybrownFigureObject, because that’s what
the user meant in i3,2. There is no way to reconcile these incompatible constraints.

The dialogue continues in the unambiguous state s60204. This state reflects the
resolved intended meaning for the user’s utterance with it is brown; the corresponding
constraint is enough to identify the object that must be the target for this interaction.
Thus, COREF now completes the interaction, and offers an utterance that allows its infer-
ences and actions to be recognized. The intention at i6,1 shows that COREF passes on the
chance to clarify yes, resolves the clarification subdialogue (with the first setVarValue
action), and goes on to resolve the overall collaborative reference subtask (with the
second setVarValue), and then tacitly indicates the choice it has made in the interface
(with the action addToScene). The only overt action, directly associated with done,
is the last one, an assertion (past) which adds to the record of the interaction the
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proposition that the salient task-relevant move was made in the task—in this case,
adding the object.

3.2 Reasoning

The representations of Section 3.1 allow us to describe the problem solving involved
in contribution tracking formally. We also offer concrete examples of this reasoning
through the example of Figure 3. An important theme is that, throughout such inter-
actions, COREF faces considerable uncertainty about all of the following: what contribu-
tions its human interlocutor is making with their utterances, what dialogue state they
are in, and even potentially what contributions COREF itself is making with its utter-
ances. Despite this uncertainty, COREF is able to plan novel, coherent and recognizable
utterances, and often achieve successful task outcomes.

3.2.1 Filtering. The basic interpretive operation in contribution tracking is not up-
dating—that is, tracking unambiguous changes to the dialogue state—but filtering—
propagating uncertainty about the dialogue state at time t to uncertainty about the
dialogue state at time t + 1 based on an observed behavior.

To characterize filtering in the setting of collaborative activity, we need to describe
more precisely how tacit actions figure in the intention recognition process. Formally, for
any state c and interlocutor S, we can use the next actions that could contribute to the
pending tasks in c to determine a set of alternative states Z(c, S) that could be reached
by S from c just using tacit actions. We call this set of alternative states the horizon.
See Thomason, Stone, and DeVault (2006). Let us write c : i to denote an interpretation
which shows the speaker (or actor) acting in state c with a commitment to intention
i. In understanding, an agent H starts from a prior probability distribution over the
initial context at time t given the evidence Et available so far: PH(ct|Et). H observes an
behavior bt (carried out by agent S), and must infer ĉt : it to explain it. H can assume
that the new state ĉt must be some element of Z(ct, S), and that it must match behavior
bt into ĉt so as to contribute to the ongoing tasks. H will inevitably bring substantial
background knowledge to bear, such as grammatical knowledge and interpretive pref-
erences. However, H ’s evidence may still leave multiple options open. We summarize
H ’s intention recognition as a probabilistic likelihood model PH(ĉt : it|ct, bt). (As usual,
we assume the current state tells you everything that could in principle influence the
interpretation of the current action.) Filtering combines update, prior and likelihood:

PH(ct+1|Et+1) = PH(ct+1|bt, Et) ∝
∑

PH(ĉt : it|ct, bt)PH(ct|Et)

where the summation ranges over all values of ct, ĉt, and it such that ct+1 =
update(ĉt, it).

This definition of filtering accounts for the reasoning needed to track the evolving
dialogue state as depicted in Figure 3. As an illustration, let’s focus on the third utter-
ance, it is brown. We start with just one possible state, s57195, which must of course
be assigned probability one. This corresponds to the statement of the prior in our
filtering operation: P (c3 = s57195|E3) = 1. Now we find two possible interpretations:
the intentions given as i3,1 and i3,2 in Figure 3, corresponding to the two different colors
that might be meant by brown. As noted earlier, each of these intentions involves a
tacit move to a new context not explicitly represented in the figure—call it s57196—
which implicitly completes any discussion of the contribution of the user’s previous
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utterance no. Thus in this case we have s57196 ∈ Z(s57195, S). In fact, COREF’s intention
recognition model assigns a specific probability to the choice of this tacit move, which
may differ from other possibilities on the horizon. However, since this move is shared
between all the different interpretations COREF finds for this utterance, this factor is
normalized away. Meanwhile, COREF’s constraint satisfaction model happens to assign
equal probability to the two resolutions for the meaning of brown in state s57196. Thus
the relevant likelihood terms for this operation are:

PH(ĉ3 = s57916 : i3 = i3,1|c3 = s57195, b3 = it is brown)=0.5
PH(ĉ3 = s57916 : i3 = i3,2|c3 = s57195, b3 = it is brown)=0.5

As described in the figure, update(s57196, i3,1) = s58133 and update(s57196, i3,2) =
s58148. Thus the filtering operation combines COREF’s prior and likelihood models to
track the new state as expected:

PH(c4 = s58133|E4)=0.5
PH(c4 = s58148|E4)=0.5

3.2.2 Collaborative response. Effective dialogue management under uncertainty re-
quires agents to collaborate actively to resolve ambiguities with their interlocutors. We
regiment these collaborative skills in contribution tracking by stipulating that agents
have an operation that specifies which moves would be acceptable given an agent’s
current uncertainty about the dialogue state.

In COREF, this operation is realized as a hand-built policy. This policy includes
COREF’s knowledge about how to move the task forward constructively. For example,
as director, COREF is only willing to assert constraints that it knows are true of the target
object. And COREF is never willing to trigger the failsafe button on the interface that
skips the current object and moves on to the next one. The policy also specifies how
COREF should deal with uncertainty. For example, COREF’s policy deems it acceptable
to ask for clarification any time COREF is uncertain which constraint a speaker intended
to add with an utterance, as in Figure 1. Similarly, COREF’s action policy deems it
acceptable for the agent to ask whether a non-public action m has occurred, if some
possible dialogue states but not others indicate that m has taken place. For example,
COREF translates an ambiguous acknowledgment like that of Figure 2 into uncertainty
about whether the “add object” action has tacitly occurred in the actual dialogue state;
COREF follows up such an okay by asking did you add it?

3.2.3 Minimizing ambiguity. The other key skill for contribution tracking is to generate
natural language utterances that do not exacerbate the problems of ambiguity even
when used in uncertain contexts. This way agents can continue to make contributions
their interlocutors understand, even in cases of transient uncertainty. We connect this
ability to agents’ reasoning by requiring the generation module in the system to produce
utterances whose interpretations are weakly recognizable in a sense we now specify.

We assume that agents can take their own probabilistic models of interpretation as
good indicators of their partners’ disambiguation preferences, and can therefore discard
interpretations whose probability falls below a threshold ǫ. They are of sufficiently low
probability, relative to others, that they can safely be ignored. This formalizes the idea
that collaborators are working actively to coordinate their actions and behavior and to
disambiguate their contributions to their joint activity.
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Consider then an observable action b by S. If there were a unique dialogue state c

established with certainty among the interlocutors, then the set of recognized interpreta-
tions for b would be R(c, b) = {ĉ : i|P (ĉ : i|c, b) ≫ ǫ}. However, in general, S is uncertain
which of C = {c1, ..., ck} is the actual dialogue state, and expects that H may give any of
these a high prior and take seriously the corresponding interpretations of the utterances.
Indeed, S must also be prepared that S is actually making any of these contributions!
Thus, H and S should consider any interpretation in R∗(C, b) = ∪c∈CR(c, b). R∗(C, b) is
weakly recognizable if and only if each ci ∈ C is associated with at most one interpre-
tation in R∗(C, b).

The formalism explains why, in generation, COREF chooses to elaborate its utterance
do you mean brown? by adding the word dark. COREF’s policy makes a clarification
question acceptable across all of the candidate contexts after the user says it is brown.
But do you mean brown? is not weakly recognizable. For example, in s58148, there are
two interpretations, which could be paraphrased do you mean light brown? and do you
mean dark brown? COREF therefore chooses to coordinate more finely on the alternative
interpretations of its clarification action. The utterance do you mean dark brown? has only
one interpretation in each of s58133 and s58148 and therefore represents a solution to
COREF’s communicative problem.

In Thomason, Stone, and DeVault (2006) we investigate a stronger discipline of
recognizability, where each utterance results in a checkpoint, where speaker and hearer
agree not only on a unique interpretation for the utterance but also on a unique resulting
context. Enforcing this constraint supports the traditional attribution of mutual knowl-
edge to the two interlocutors at each point in the conversation. By contrast, the weak
recognizability we enforce in contribution tracking allows for uncertain contexts and
makes interpretation more robust to potential differences in interlocutors’ perspectives.
In interpreting a user utterance, COREF expects to find zero, one, or multiple interpre-
tations in each possible context. In generation, COREF is sometimes willing to take the
risk of using an action or utterance that may not be interpretable in all possible contexts.
Taken together, this means new utterances can serve not only to present the speaker’s
intention, but also in some cases to introduce or defuse uncertainties about the true
context. Checkpoints, where COREF achieves certainty about the true context, arise as
side effects of its collaborative activity and its inferential processes, rather than as a
strict requirement in the architecture. While there is no guarantee that any given speaker
contribution will ever become common ground, COREF’s dialogue policies are designed
to try to achieve common ground when it is practical to do so.

4. Implementation and data collection

We implemented COREF in Java. A set of interface types describes the flow of informa-
tion and control through the architecture. The representation and reasoning outlined
in Section 3 is accomplished by implementations of these interfaces that realize our
approach. Modules in the architecture exchange messages about events and their in-
terpretations. (1) Deliberation responds to changes in the dialogue by proposing task
actions. (2) Generation constructs collaborative intentions to accomplish the planned
task actions. (3) Understanding infers collaborative intentions behind user behaviors.
Generation and understanding share code to construct intentions for utterances, and
both carry out a form of inference to the best explanation. (4) Update advances the
dialogue state symmetrically in response to intentions signaled by the system or recog-
nized from the user; the symmetric architecture frees the designer from programming
complementary updates in a symmetrical way. Additional supporting infrastructure
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handles the recognition of input actions, the realization of output actions, and interfac-
ing between domain knowledge and linguistic resources.

4.1 Assumptions and heuristics

The main challenge in COREF’s implementation concerns the efficient management of
the search operations inherent in general problem-solving mechanisms. Our implemen-
tation therefore adopts various assumptions and heuristics in understanding, dialogue
management and generation.

In understanding, when an actor A performs an observable behavior b at time t,
exhaustive search would involve an attempt to solve the constraints associated with b

at each state s ∈ Z(sk, A) such that PH(ct = sk|Et) > 0. This calculation is extravagant:
there are many tacit actions that could be performed coherently, according to the agent’s
task models, but which would be irrelevant to the particular utterance at hand. Consider
ok for example. Because ok cannot be grammatically analyzed as a question, it is useless
to hypothesize a wide range of tacit actions as precursors to ok, including raising a ques-
tion or initiating clarification, because these tacit actions all require an overt questioning
action to follow. Thus, COREF currently applies a set of hand-built rules to prune away
specific parts of the horizon graph on the basis of the possible dialogue moves that the
utterance might achieve. Additional pruning limits the total depth of the horizon graph.

To interpret an utterance, COREF analyzes it according to a hand-built lexicalized
grammar. The specific grammar formalism is TAGLET (Stone 2002), a variant of tree-
adjoining grammar in which the full adjunction operation is replaced with left and
right sister adjunction, and in which lexical entries are linked to semantic constraints
on variable values. The overall constraints associated with an utterance are determined
by performing a bottom-up chart parse of the utterance, and conjoining the presupposi-
tions and dialogue acts associated with each edge in the chart. Presupposed constraints
are in fact solved incrementally in the chart, using a hand-built domain model which
directly associates particular constraints with algorithms that deliver assignments to
variables. In total, COREF’s grammar contains 379 hand-built lexical entries.

To assign probabilities, the COREF implementation uses a hand-built model which
simply assigns probability inversely proportional to the “size” of the intention:

P (I = it,j |o, St = sk) ∝
1

NUM-TACIT-ACTIONS(it,j) + 1

This hand-built model measures the size of an intention as the number of tacit actions in
the intention, plus 1 for the public action that concludes each intention. In DeVault and
Stone (2009) we show how COREF’s interactions with its users can be used automatically
to create a probabilistic intention-recognition model that weights fine-grained features
of intentions and the dialogue states in which they are hypothesized.

To keep dialogue management tractable for real-time interaction, COREF repre-
sents its uncertainty through a maximum of three alternative dialogue states. If more
than three states are possible, the three most probable are retained, and the others
discarded. Further, after each object is completed (by the director taking a public
continueTask(T) action, or either agent taking a public skip(T) action), COREF

discards all but the most probable state, to avoid retaining unilluminating historical
ambiguities. If either of these adjustments is made, the probability mass is renormalized
across the remaining viable states. For robustness, COREF also implements special-case
reasoning for observations that have no interpretations in its models. In this case, COREF
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_

do you mean _  _ do you mean brown _ do you mean dark brown _

do you mean darker brown _

do you mean like brown _

_  mean _  _

do you mean _  _

_  mean _  _

Figure 4
SPUD generates do you mean dark brown? for COREF. In this figure, each search node considered
by SPUD is depicted using only the surface text at that search node. Nodes are ranked vertically,
with higher ranked nodes above lower ranked nodes. An underscore indicates the presence of a
syntactic gap in the provisional syntactic structure at the node.

translates each previously viable state St = st into a new viable state by performing
book-keeping and uncertainty management updates—effectively recording that the
observation was made and that it was problematic, but nothing more.

For COREF’s generation process, we adapt established natural language generation
techniques to a setting of task-oriented generation under uncertainty. Our basic building
block is the SPUD generation algorithm of Stone et al. (2003). SPUD is a search-based
generation algorithm that uses a lexicalized tree-adjoining grammar to incrementally
construct an utterance that achieves a communicative goal (in COREF’s case, a dialogue
act) in a way that is unambiguous in a specific context. COREF’s implementation of SPUD

uses the same grammar and solver for presupposed constraints as used in understand-
ing. Because SPUD was designed to operate under certainty about the context in which
the utterance occurs, however, COREF doesn’t use SPUD directly in generation.

Before generation, COREF first constructs both the possible and acceptable horizon
graphs for the dialogue states it thinks it might be in. Crucially, while the acceptable
horizon graph circumscribes the communicative goals COREF is willing to adopt, it is the
possible horizon graph that is used in anticipating user interpretations. COREF uses this
horizon graph to construct an input context for SPUD that reflects the ambiguities that
arise throughout the possible horizon. Once SPUD has produced a candidate utterance,
COREF explores the alternative interpretations that arise for that utterance in specific
states across the possible horizon. If these interpretations only contain acceptable ac-
tions, then COREF adopts the output utterance. Otherwise COREF considers making a
different dialogue move instead. In the case that multiple interpretations are supported
by an utterance, if COREF accepts the utterance, we view COREF as willing to be interpreted
as making any of those contributions. We refer to this scenario as one in which COREF makes
an underspecified contribution.

Consider time 4 in the object subdialogue of Figure 3, where COREF asks do you mean
dark brown?. Figure 4 depicts SPUD’s search process for this utterance. Note in particular
that SPUD considers simply generating the question do you mean brown? before settling
on do you mean dark brown? It continues to refine the question, however, because its
interpretation remains ambiguous. In this way, COREF avoids using a simple word like
brown when COREF itself would perceive that word as ambiguous in the current context.
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correct no object skipped wrong
75.0% 14.3% 7.4% 3.3%

Table 1
Overall distribution of object outcomes.

4.2 Data collection

The result of these implementation decisions is a dialogue agent that can carry out
conversations at interactive rates over a teletype interface. With this system in hand, we
recruited 20 human subjects to carry out a series of collaborative reference tasks. Most
of the subjects were undergraduate students participating for course credit at Rutgers
University. The study was web-based; subjects participated from the location of their
choice, and learned the task by reading on-screen instructions. The task instructions
informed each subject that they would work with an interactive dialogue agent rather
than a human partner.

Each subject worked one-by-one through a series of 29 target objects with COREF,
for a total of 580 objects and 3245 utterances across all subjects. For each subject, the 29
target objects were organized into 3 groups, with the first group of 4 in a 2x2 matrix, the
next 9 in a 3x3 matrix, and the final 16 in a 4x4 matrix. As each object was completed,
the correct target was removed from its group, leaving one fewer object in the matrix
containing the remaining targets. The roles of director and matcher alternated with each
group of objects. Either COREF or the subject was randomly chosen to be director first.

The experiment interface allows an object to be completed with one of four out-
comes. At any time, the matcher can click on an object to add it to their scene, which
is another matrix containing previously added objects for the same group. An object
is completed when the director presses either the Continue (next object) but-
ton or the Skip this object button, or when the matcher presses the Skip this
object button. An outcome is scored correct if the director presses Continue (next
object) after the matcher has added the correct target to her scene. It is scored skipped
if the human subject presses the Skip this object button. (COREF never presses
the Skip this object button.) It is scored no object or wrong if the director presses
Continue (next object) before the matcher adds any object, or after the matcher
adds the wrong object, respectively.

5. Results

We begin with an overview of how COREF’s performance relates to its uncertainty about
dialogue state. Table 1 summarizes COREF’s overall performance in the task. Table 2,
meanwhile, shows the distribution in the number of states perceived as viable by COREF

across all subjects and dialogue events. These data show that COREF is usually com-
pletely certain what the state is—In fact, for 436 (75.2%) of the 580 object subdialogues,
COREF did not face any uncertainty at any point. In the remaining 144 (24.8%) object
subdialogues, COREF faced varying amounts; in all, COREFis uncertain 16.6% of the
time.1

1 Since COREF truncates its uncertainty at 3 possible states, the higher frequency of 3 possible states relative
to 2 in Table 2 masks a longer underlying tail.
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1 context 2 contexts 3 contexts
83.4% 6.8% 9.8%

Table 2
Number of possible contexts perceived when utterances or actions occur.

To better understand how uncertainty affects outcome, we investigated COREF’s
performance on individual objects as a function of uncertainty. To summarize the effect
of this uncertainty on the agent’s performance, we computed the mean uncertainty for
the subdialogue addressing each object. We defined the mean uncertainty for a subdi-
alogue as the mean number of states that COREF viewed as viable when it interpreted
the actions and utterances that occurred during the subdialogue (including actions and
utterances performed both by the user and by COREF).

Figure 5 shows the agent’s mean uncertainty during object subdialogues as a
function of the outcomes of those subdialogues. By pair-wise Wilcoxon rank sum
tests,2 the only significant differences in these distributions are between correct and no
object outcomes (W = 14309.5, p < 0.0001), and between correct and skipped outcomes
(W = 7594, p < 0.005). These differences show that the agent’s success at achieving a
correct outcome, rather than a skipped or no object outcome, is related to the agent’s mean
uncertainty during the object subdialogue.

Figure 6 offers a complementary perspective, showing object outcomes as a func-
tion of the agent’s mean uncertainty during object subdialogues. The figure shows
that COREF’s performance, when measured by correct object outcomes, is somewhat
robust to small-to-moderate amounts of uncertainty during object subdialogues. The
two leftmost bins in the figure, where COREF faces a mean uncertainty of between 1
and 2.3 states during an object subdialogue, represent the vast majority (95.3%) of the
object subdialogues. This essentially corresponds to the tracking of one or two threads
of interpretation during a subdialogue. A small percentage of the time, however, COREF

faces a higher mean uncertainty during an object subdialogue, between 2.3 and 3 states,
and this higher mean uncertainty seems to have a large negative impact on object
outcomes.

In total, 13.1% of COREF’s correct object outcomes occur at a moment when COREF

is uncertain what the state is (9.7% occur when COREF views two states as viable, and
3.4% occur when COREF views three contexts as viable). Thus, although maintaining a
certain representation of a single thread of interpretation throughout a subdialogue is
not strictly necessary for task success in COREF’s object identification game, uncertainty
is clearly associated with problematic interactions.

5.1 Quantifying performance in collaborative ambiguity management

We now consider how effective COREF is at using ambiguity management questions
(AMQs) to resolve its uncertainties. For the purposes of this analysis, we define an AMQ
as a question asked by COREF at a moment when COREF was entertaining more than

2 The distribution of the agent’s mean uncertainty is not normal. We therefore present our results in terms
of the Wilcoxon rank sum test. For perspective, each Wilcoxon rank sum test reported in this section has
also been compared to the results of a t-test, and the significance level always fell in the same general
range.
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mean uncertainty during object subdialogue
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Figure 5
Mean uncertainty vs. object outcome during the object subdialogue. There are 435 objects
(75.0%) in the correct bin, 83 objects (14.3%) in the no object bin, 43 objects (7.4%) in the skipped
bin, and 19 objects (3.3%) in the wrong object bin.

one thread of interpretation for the dialogue (or, equivalently, at a moment when COREF

viewed more than one dialogue state as viable). Under this definition, several kinds
of questions qualify as AMQs. These include explicit clarification questions, followups
to ambiguous acknowledgments, and indeed any other yes/no question—even is the
target the beige circle?—if COREF asks its while uncertain about the dialogue state. Our
definition of AMQs thus reflects a general orientation towards question-asking under
uncertainty, rather than towards specific categories of questions, such as clarifications.

In total, COREF asked 46 AMQs in the user study. This amounts to 2.3 AMQs
per subject, on average. These 46 AMQs occurred during 41 (7.1%) of the 580 object
subdialogues in the study. Thus, most object subdialogues did not include an AMQ. On
a few occasions, COREF asked more than one AMQ during a single object subdialogue.

Figure 7 illustrates the effectiveness of COREF’s question-asking policy at reducing
uncertainty. As the figure shows, when COREF asks questions in an uncertain state, the
mean reduction in the agent’s uncertainty is about 0.4 states. The variation in uncer-
tainty reduction reflects the fact that COREF’s contribution tracking admits a number
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object outcome, grouped by mean uncertainty
during the object subdialogue
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Figure 6
Object outcome vs. mean uncertainty during the object subdialogue. There are 516 objects
(88.97%) in the leftmost bin, 37 objects (6.38%) in the middle bin, and 27 objects (4.66%) in the
rightmost bin.
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Figure 7
Effect of ambiguity management questions on COREF’s uncertainty. At utterance 0, COREF faces
an ambiguity. At utterance 1, COREF has asked a question. Typically, at utterance 2, the user has
answered COREF’s question.

of different outcomes after a question is asked: the user’s answer may eliminate one
or more states; the user’s answer may not eliminate any states; the user’s answer may
itself be ambiguous and increase the agent’s uncertainty; the user may choose not to
answer the question; or the agent may fail to understand the user’s answer. COREF’s
contribution tracking allows it to execute a uniform update to its uncertainty for all of
these different types of outcomes.

In Figure 7, the effect of COREF’s AMQs can be approximately identified with the
change in uncertainty that occurs between time 0, before COREF asks the question, and
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AMQ effect
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Figure 8
Distribution of AMQ effects for COREF’s AMQs.

time 2, which is typically the time at which the user has just answered the question. We
shall call this change in the number of viable contexts at time 0 and at time 2 the AMQ
effect. Since COREF entertains exactly 1, 2, or 3 states as viable at each point in time,
the AMQ effect e = |v2| − |v0| necessarily lies in the range −2 ≤ e ≤ 2. A negative AMQ
effect represents a reduction in the agent’s uncertainty.

Figure 8 shows the distribution in AMQ effects for COREF’s AMQs in this user
study. The figure shows that the most common outcome, occurring for 62.2% of COREF’s
AMQs, is for no change in uncertainty to occur from time 0 to time 2. This largely reflects
the frequent occurrence of did you add it? AMQs, to which the user generally responds
yes. (When COREF asks did you add it?, the user has generally already added the object;
however, even if they have not already added the object, the user usually tacitly adds
the object and responds yes, rather than responding no to COREF’s question.) In such
AMQs, the agent’s uncertainty is not reduced, but on the other hand, the agent does
become certain that the object has been added, which allows it to decide to continue on
to the next object with lower risk of a no object outcome.

For 35.6% of COREF’s AMQs, the AMQ effect is -1 or -2, representing an elimination
of 1 or 2 states, respectively. This category includes successful clarification questions
such as the one in Figure 3. This analysis therefore allows us to quantify COREF’s ability
to successfully reduce its uncertainty by 1 or more states, when it decides to attempt to
do so by asking an AMQ, at 35.6%.

The remaining 2.2% of COREF’s AMQs comprise a single AMQ whose effect was to
increase COREF’s uncertainty by 1 state.

Overall then, our analysis suggests that COREF’s approach to ambiguity manage-
ment is relatively successful in cases of mild or short-lived ambiguities. Such results
can be compared to others presented for POMDP-based dialogue models. For example,
Roy, Pineau, and Thrun (2000) investigate the reduction in the entropy in the system’s
belief state that occurs when the system asks a confirmation or clarification question
following an ambiguous user utterance. What’s new here is that our approach fully
integrates COREF’s ambiguity-related decision-making with its collaborative reasoning
about language use in context. These results thus pave the way for applying the insights
of probabilistic dialogue models within a range of frameworks for utterance interpreta-
tion and generation.
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5.2 Capturing the ambiguity of acknowledgments

In Section 2, we motivated ambiguous acknowledgments as a challenge for incremental
common ground models of context dependence and collaboration in language use. Con-
tribution tracking allows COREF to capture these kinds of ambiguous acknowledgments
using alternative threads of interpretation. Figure 9 provides one such example. COREF’s
reasoning in that example provides one possible model of the kind of reasoning that
seems to be occurring in the human-human dialogue in Figure 2.

Figure 9: An attested subdialogue where COREF interprets an ac-
knowledgment as ambiguous and proceeds.

EI:

Candidate Objects    Your scene    

...

Time: 1 2

OE: COREF: the blue circle s1: ok

CT:
s1934 s2106 s2199 ...

s2209 ...

i1,1 i2,1

i2,2

i1,1= 〈 s1 : tacitNop[[COREF does clickContinue[]]],
COREF : pushCollabRef[COREF, s1, t3],
COREF : addcr[t3, equal(t3, e2_2)],
COREF : setPrag[inFocus(Z), inFocus(t3)]〉

i2,1= 〈 s1 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[the blue circle]]],
s1 : setVarValue[t3, e2_2],
s1 : addToScene[e2_2],
s1 : past[s1, addToScene[e2_2]]〉

i2,2= 〈 s1 : nop[[COREF does say[the blue circle]]]〉

EI: ... ...
Time: 3 4

OE: COREF: did you add it ? s1: yes

CT:
s2199

s2209

s2465

s2479

s2583 ...

s2593 ...

i3,1

i3,2

i4,1

i4,2

continues on next page...
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Figure 9: An attested subdialogue where COREF interprets an ac-
knowledgment as ambiguous and proceeds. (continued)

i3,1= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[s1 does say[ok]]],
COREF : pushRemind[COREF, s1, past, refuseTaskAction,
addToScene[e2_2]],
COREF : askYNQ[past[s1, addToScene[e2_2]]],
COREF : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(e2_2)]〉

i3,2= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[s1 does say[ok]]],
s1 : setVarValue[t3, e2_2],
COREF : pushRemind[COREF, s1, past, refuseTaskAction,
addToScene[e2_2]],
COREF : askYNQ[past[s1, addToScene[e2_2]]],
COREF : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(e2_2)]〉

i4,1= 〈 s1 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[did you add it ?]]],
s1 : past[s1, addToScene[e2_2]]〉

i4,2= 〈 s1 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[did you add it ?]]],
s1 : addToScene[e2_2],
s1 : past[s1, addToScene[e2_2]]〉

EI: ... ...
Time: 5 6

OE: [COREF does clickContinue[]] [new reference problem]

CT:
s2583

s2593

s2704

s2712

s2717 ...
i5,1

i5,2

i6,1

i5,1= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[s1 does say[yes]]],
COREF : continueTask[t3]〉

i5,2= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[s1 does say[yes]]],
COREF : continueTask[t3]〉

i6,1= 〈 COREF : perceive[PerceivedNewReferenceProblemEvent<t4>]〉

One feature worth special attention in Figure 9 is that the user’s response yes at time 4 is
treated as ambiguous. The interpetation i4,1 that fits the case where the user has already
added the object to the scene simply shows the user passing on the chance to follow
up COREF’s question and asserting in the affirmative. The second interpretation, i4,2, by
contrast, has the user first adding the object to the scene, as COREF has prompted them
to do, and only then asserting that they have done so. The possibility of this reminder
means that COREF remains uncertain about what actually happened in the dialogue—as
reflected in the difference between s2583 and s2593, and as noted already in our analysis
of ambiguity management questions in Section 5.1. However, COREF is not uncertain
about whether the user has identified the next object and placed it in the scene, so COREF

is able here to continue with the task.
Because COREF is designed to collaborate under uncertainty about what the previ-

ous contributions have been, and because acknowledgments like okay are modeled as
just another kind of contribution in COREF’s task models, COREF is relatively flexible
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about how the ambiguity introduced by an ambiguous acknowledgment is resolved.
For example, a user could in principle respond to did you add it? by saying no instead:

Example 1

COREF: the blue circle
User: ok
COREF: did you add it?
User: no
COREF: add it

In this dialogue, which shows COREF’s implemented contribution tracking during a
hypothetical variation on the observed dialogue in Figure 9, the user’s response of no
allows COREF to defuse its uncertainty and definitively interpret the user’s previous
utterance of ok as a simple acknowledgment. With its uncertainty resolved, COREF will
simply proceed to issue a reminder to add the object.

An example from this user study in which COREF faces a richer kind of ambiguity
about acknowledgments is this one:

Example 2

COREF: the dark orange circle
COREF: did you add it?
COREF: add it
User: ok
COREF: ok
COREF: clicks continue to move to the next object

Figure 10 shows the dynamics of the COREF’s state during this dialogue. When the user
utters ok at time 4, COREF perceives the ok as ambiguous between three interpretations.
According to i4,3, the user simply acknowledges COREF’s reminder to add it. According
to i4,1 and i4,2, on the other hand, the user contributes that they have added the object to
their scene.3 COREF therefore spawns three threads of interpretation. At time 5, COREF

responds by saying ok back to the user, viewing itself as acknowledging the user’s ok (no
matter which contribution the user’s ok actually made). Next, at time 6, COREF decides to
click the Continue (next object) button and move on to the next object. In taking
this action, COREF does something which is not coherent, according to its task models,
under the assumption that the user’s original ok was a simple acknowledgment (nop).
(In fact, the user here had already added an object to their scene.) This lack of coherence
means that COREF must drop that thread of interpretation at time 6. (A node depicted
with a crosshatch pattern, such as s40216 at time 6, indicates a state that COREF has made
a strategic decision to “drop”, or stop tracking.) This dynamic illustrates a new kind of

3 The kind of ambiguity that COREF perceives between i4,1 and i4,2, which differ in that i4,2 substitutes a
tacitAbandonTasks action for a tacitNop action, occurred frequently in this user study. Intuitively,
we can explain this as COREF being unable to tell whether the user has abandoned the Remind task that
COREF has previously pushed, or as instead tacitly acknowledging it. However, it is often hard to see
exactly what the difference between these two particular interpretations is, and as such, we view this
ambiguity as exhibiting a limitation in COREF’s current interpretation process.
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risk, as well as a new kind of flexibility, that contribution tracking affords to dialogue
agents: they can assume a thread of coherent interpretation for the preceding dialogue
that allows them to move forward with their task.

Figure 10: COREF proceeds despite an ambiguous acknowledment

EI:

Candidate Objects    Your scene    

...

Time: 1 2
OE: COREF: the dark orange circle COREF: did you add it ?

CT:
s39051 s39256 s39483 ...

i1,1 i2,1

i1,1= 〈 COREF : pushCollabRef[COREF, a13, t14],
COREF : addcr[t14, equal(t14, e15_0)],
COREF : setPrag[inFocus(Z), inFocus(t14)]〉

i2,1= 〈 a13 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[the dark orange
circle]]],
a13 : setVarValue[t14, e15_0],
COREF : pushRemind[COREF, a13, past, refuseTaskAction,
addToScene[e15_0]],
COREF : askYNQ[past[a13, addToScene[e15_0]]],
COREF : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(e15_0)]〉

EI: ... ...

Time: 3 4

OE: COREF: add it a13: ok

CT:
s39483 s39574 s39674 ...

s39684 ...

s39694 ...

i3,1 i4,1

i4,2

i4,3

i3,1= 〈 a13 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[did you add it ?]]],
COREF : pushRemind[COREF, a13, past, refuseTaskAction,
addToScene[e15_0]],
COREF : command[a13, addToScene[e15_0]],
COREF : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(e15_0)]〉

continues on next page...
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Figure 10: COREF proceeds despite an ambiguous acknowledment
(continued)

i4,1= 〈 a13 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[add it]]],
a13 : addToScene[e15_0],
a13 : past[a13, addToScene[e15_0]]〉

i4,2= 〈 a13 : tacitAbandonTasks[3],
a13 : addToScene[e15_0],
a13 : past[a13, addToScene[e15_0]]〉

i4,3= 〈 a13 : nop[[COREF does say[add it]]]〉

EI: ... ...

Time: 5 6
OE: COREF: ok [COREF does clickContinue[]]

CT:
s39674

s39684

s39694

s39906

s39916

s39926 X

s40217 ...

s40216 ...

i5,1

i5,2

i5,3

i6,1

i6,2

i5,1= 〈 COREF : nop[[a13 does say[ok]]]〉
i5,2= 〈 COREF : nop[[a13 does say[ok]]]〉
i5,3= 〈 COREF : nop[[a13 does say[ok]]]〉
i6,1= 〈 a13 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[ok]]],

COREF : continueTask[t14]〉
i6,2= 〈 a13 : tacitNop[[COREF does say[ok]]],

COREF : continueTask[t14]〉

In such examples, COREF therefore demonstrates a new qualitative capability for
implemented dialogue systems that aim for collaborative language use: they can repre-
sent, reason about, and respond in collaborative ways to the ambiguity that accompa-
nies acknowledgments in real-world, task-oriented dialogue.

5.3 Implementing ambiguity management as a flexible collaborative activity

Throughout this article, we have emphasized the problem solving that is at the heart
of COREF’s contribution tracking. Such problem-solving models bring a number of
advantages.

For one thing, because COREF approaches the formulation of ambiguity manage-
ment questions through problem solving, COREF synthesizes a wide variety of different
utterances to achieve its goals in context. Figure 11 shows all the questions COREF asked
in this user study.
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Figure 11: All questions asked by COREF in the user study

count question count question
159 did you add it? 21 is the target round?
12 did you add the circle? 18 is the target solid?

7 did you add the square? 16 is the target square?
6 do you mean dark brown? 2 is the target the beige circle?
1 do you mean dark orange? 2 is the target the beige diamond?
2 do you mean it? 2 is the target the beige square?
1 do you mean the beige square? 9 is the target the blue circle?
1 do you mean the light blue circle? 13 is the target the blue diamond?
1 do you mean the light blue object? 10 is the target the blue square?
1 do you mean the pink circle? 16 is the target the brown circle?
1 do you mean the solid beige diamond? 5 is the target the brown diamond?
1 do you mean the solid circle? 3 is the target the brown square?
1 do you mean the solid pink circle? 9 is the target the circle?
1 do you mean the solid square? 1 is the target the dark blue circle?
3 i mean? 2 is the target the dark blue diamond?
8 is it beige? 5 is the target the dark blue square?
1 is it brown? 1 is the target the dark brown circle?
5 is it empty? 1 is the target the dark orange circle?
2 is it pink? 2 is the target the dark orange diamond?
6 is it round? 9 is the target the diamond?
9 is it solid? 3 is the target the empty brown circle?
7 is it square? 2 is the target the empty brown object?
1 is the circle an object? 3 is the target the empty circle?
2 is the circle dark blue? 5 is the target the empty diamond?
1 is the circle dark orange? 1 is the target the empty pink square?
1 is the circle light blue? 4 is the target the empty square?
1 is the circle the brown square? 1 is the target the light blue circle?
1 is the circle the dark blue square? 1 is the target the light blue diamond?
1 is the circle the light blue square? 2 is the target the light blue square?
1 is the circle the solid diamond? 1 is the target the orange circle?
1 is the diamond pink? 1 is the target the orange square?
1 is the diamond the object? 1 is the target the pink circle?
1 is the object the dark orange circle? 5 is the target the pink diamond?
1 is the square dark blue? 1 is the target the pink square?

26 is the target a diamond? 2 is the target the solid beige diamond?
5 is the target beige? 1 is the target the solid beige square?

24 is the target blue? 1 is the target the solid blue square?
3 is the target brown? 1 is the target the solid brown diamond?
7 is the target dark blue? 4 is the target the solid circle?
8 is the target dark brown? 1 is the target the solid dark blue circle?

17 is the target dark orange? 1 is the target the solid object?
1 is the target empty? 1 is the target the solid orange square?
3 is the target light blue? 2 is the target the solid square?
2 is the target pink? 22 is the target the square?
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COREF viewed all these utterances as contributive given the uncertainty (or cer-
tainty) it faced at the time it asked the question. The subtle variation in lexical choices
between these questions reflects COREF’s varying assessments of the expected recog-
nizability of the contribution it wants to make. For example, a choice of did you add
it? rather than did you add the circle? (or did you add the square?) generally depends on
COREF’s assessment about whether the object COREF wants to refer to is in focus in
(all) the relevant context(s). A similar determination guides COREF’s selection of is it
round? rather than is the target round? in particular dialogue scenarios. The way COREF

deploys such a wide variety of utterances is a natural outgrowth of its declarative
representations and problem-solving mechanisms.

Another advantage of COREF’s problem-solving approach to collaborative ambigu-
ity management is that it provides a relatively flexible and robust approach to respond-
ing to perceived ambiguities. By flexible, we mean that disambiguating information can
come in a variety of forms. By robust, we mean the information carried by an utterance
is not forgotten, “downdated”, or left in a pending status if an attempt to clarify fails.
We now give a few examples that illustrate these features.

One outcome that one of COREF’s AMQs can have is for the ambiguity to be
completely resolved by the user’s answer. We have seen several examples of this kind
already. One example is the clarification question do you mean dark brown? which COREF

asks in the interaction of Figure 3. Together with successful clarification questions, we
can also include Example 1 as another type of interaction in which COREF is able to
eliminate a perceived ambiguity using an AMQ; this time COREF is asking did you add
it? rather than an explicit clarification question. These kinds of examples serve to make
sense of COREF’s representations, but they do not really showcase the advantages of
modeling ambiguity resolution as extended collaboration.

However, an important qualitative feature of collaborative ambiguity management
is that it allows an agent to keep talking and try to complete the task even when AMQs
do not completely eliminate the ambiguity. For example, Figure 12 shows COREF’s
implemented contribution tracking during a hypothetical clarification attempt. In this
interaction, the user begins by saying the target is orange. COREF sees the word orange
as ambiguous, and responds with an AMQ: do you mean dark orange? The user here
responds not by answering COREF’s question, but rather by saying it’s an empty circle.
Given the array of visible objects, this response is actually a reasonably efficient way to
complete the task: there is only one object that could be described as both orange and an
empty circle. In this example, COREF is able to interpret the user’s response it’s an empty
circle as abandoning COREF’s clarification question, and adds two additional constraints
– that the target is empty and a circle – as extensions to each of its two threads of
interpretation. At time 4, by considering these threads, COREF is able to determine that
only one thread of interpretation is internally consistent, and so COREF adds the dark
orange empty circle to its scene and instructs the user to continue on to the next object.
COREF’s ambiguity is resolved. An important aspect of this example is that COREF needs
to aggregate information both from the ambiguous utterance and from information that
follows its failed clarification attempt in order to complete the task successfully.

Figure 12: COREF’s uncertainty is resolved flexibly

continues on next page...
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Figure 12: COREF’s uncertainty is resolved flexibly (continued)

EI:

Candidate Objects    Your scene    

...

Time: 1 2

OE: User: the target is orange
COREF: do you mean dark orange
?

CT:
s8822 s12010

s12025

s12230 ...

s12240 ...

i1,1

i1,2

i2,1

i2,2

i1,1= 〈 User : pushCollabRef[User, COREF, t14],
User : addcr[t14, darkorangeFigureObject(t14)],
User : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t14)]〉

i1,2= 〈 User : pushCollabRef[User, COREF, t14],
User : addcr[t14, sandybrownFigureObject(t14)],
User : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t14)]〉

i2,1= 〈 COREF : pushClarify[[User does say[the target is
orange]], User, COREF, Orange],
COREF : pushYNQ[COREF, User, addcr[Orange, P],
negcr[Orange, P]],
COREF : askYNQ[addcr[Orange, equal(Orange,
darkorangeFigureObject)]]〉

i2,2= 〈 COREF : pushClarify[[User does say[the target is
orange]], User, COREF, Orange],
COREF : pushYNQ[COREF, User, addcr[Orange, P],
negcr[Orange, P]],
COREF : askYNQ[addcr[Orange, equal(Orange,
darkorangeFigureObject)]]〉

EI: ... ...

Time: 3 4
OE: User: it’s an empty circle COREF: click continue

CT:
s12230

s12240

s18509

s18528 X

s18679 ...
i3,1

i3,2

i4,1

continues on next page...
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Figure 12: COREF’s uncertainty is resolved flexibly (continued)

i3,1= 〈 User : tacitAbandonTasks[4],
User : addcr[t14, circleFigureObject(t14)],
User : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t14)],
User : addcr[t14, emptyFigureObject(t14)]〉

i3,2= 〈 User : tacitAbandonTasks[4],
User : addcr[t14, circleFigureObject(t14)],
User : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t14)],
User : addcr[t14, emptyFigureObject(t14)]〉

i4,1= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[User does say[it’s an empty circle]]],
COREF : setVarValue[t14, e14_0],
COREF : addToScene[e14_0],
COREF : pushRemind[COREF, User, past, refuseTaskAction,
continueTask[t14]],
COREF : command[User, continueTask[t14]]〉

Another reason it can be advantageous to defer the resolution of a perceived ambi-
guity is that the user may disambiguate their own intention without specific interven-
tion by the system. For example, Figure 13 shows COREF’s implemented contribution
tracking during a hypothetical interaction that illustrates this possibility. In this interac-
tion, the user starts out by saying a blue object, which COREF perceives as ambiguous
due to the presence of objects of two shades of blue in the display. Before COREF

responds, the user continues by saying the dark blue one. This effectively eliminates
COREF’s perceived ambiguity without any specific effort from COREF.

Figure 13: COREF’s uncertainty is resolved flexibly

EI:

Candidate Objects    Your scene    

...

Time: 1 2

OE: User: a blue object User: the dark blue one

CT:
s29 s771

s790 X

s1947 ...
i1,1

i1,2

i2,1

i1,1= 〈 User : pushCollabRef[User, COREF, t1],
User : addcr[t1, figureObject(t1)],
User : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t1)],
User : addcr[t1, darkblueFigureObject(t1)]〉

continues on next page...
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Figure 13: COREF’s uncertainty is resolved flexibly (continued)

i1,2= 〈 User : pushCollabRef[User, COREF, t1],
User : addcr[t1, figureObject(t1)],
User : setPrag[inFocus(Y), inFocus(t1)],
User : addcr[t1, lightblueFigureObject(t1)]〉

i2,1= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[User does say[a blue object]]],
User : addcr[t1, equal(t1, e3_0)],
User : setPrag[inFocus(Z), inFocus(t1)]〉

EI: ...

Time: 3

OE: COREF: click continue

CT:
s1947 s2070 ...

i3,1

i3,1= 〈 COREF : tacitNop[[User does say[the dark blue one]]],
COREF : setVarValue[t1, e3_0],
COREF : addToScene[e3_0],
COREF : pushRemind[COREF, User, past, refuseTaskAction,
continueTask[t1]],
COREF : command[User, continueTask[t1]]〉

Taken together, these examples demonstrate a new qualitative capability for dia-
logue systems: we can use contribution tracking to implement ambiguity management
as a flexible collaborative activity. This approach may help us to design agents that can
keep talking and resolve their uncertainty over time, as needed.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a framework that allows task-oriented dialogue agents to use lan-
guage collaboratively despite uncertainty about the dialogue state. We have presented
empirical evidence that managing ambiguity is a key task for dialogue agents such as
ours, and that it can be addressed successfully as a general problem of collaboration
under uncertainty. In particular, our model shows how dialogue agents can support
grounding acknowledgments, clarification of ambiguous utterances, and task-oriented
question asking using generic linguistic resources and goal-oriented ambiguity man-
agement strategies.

Our model is provisional in many ways. We have said relatively little, for exam-
ple, about the problem solving involved in deciding whether a potential contribution
would make progress in the task. In fact, COREF’s simple policy sometimes proposes
clarification questions whose answers would not always resolve COREF’s ambiguities.
An example is do you mean it?—COREF uses the utterance because only one object at
once is the salient referent for it, so the utterance makes a unique acceptable move in
each of the possible contexts. In a sense, COREF is right: this question is not ambiguous
in a certain context; neither is its expected answer, yes. We overlooked the constraint
that clarifying moves should elicit different behaviors in different alternative states. We
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take such cases as evidence of a general need in contribution tracking for better models
of collaboration under uncertainty.

Our representations themselves are also quite provisional. We believe our model
could be extended from clarification of ambiguities in semantics and pragmatics, as we
have explored here, to clarifications of perceived ambiguities at other levels of linguistic
representation, drawing on the work of Ginzburg and Cooper (2004). In principle,
perceived phonologic or syntactic ambiguities could be translated into ambiguities in
the context resulting from an utterance, entirely analogously to COREF’s response to
ambiguities of meaning. It would not necessarily be easy to demonstrate this, however.
Working with the output of a generic speech recognizer or parser, for example, would
involve a radical proliferation of ambiguity and would require much more sophisticated
inference strategies and implementation techniques.

Meanwhile, our work does not immediately cover clarification questions that are
not designed to resolve perceived ambiguities, but rather are asked in situations where
no interpretations are found. Such examples occur; see Ginzburg and Cooper (2004) or
Purver (2004) for examples. When COREF finds no interpretations for a user utterance,
it notes the utterance and signals an interpretation failure (currently by saying umm),
but it otherwise leaves its context representation as it was, and is unable to address the
failure with its usual ambiguity management policy. Alternative characterizations of
agents’ reasoning in such cases are still required, and work such as Purver’s provides a
natural starting point.

Traditional classifications of grounding actions (Traum 1999) include a variety of
other cases that we do not handle. For example, we do not treat repair requests like
what? or what did you say?, which can signal interpretation failure or the hearer’s
incredulity at the speaker’s apparent (but correctly and uniquely identified) meaning.
Similarly, we do not treat self-repairs by speakers. These can exclude a possible but un-
intended interpretation, to avoid a foreseen misunderstanding—an example in COREF’s
domain would be, A: I moved it. A: I mean I moved the blue circle. They can also correct
a prior verbal mistake, as when a speaker has mistakenly used the wrong word: A: I
moved the circle. A: I mean I moved the square. It would be interesting to explore whether
richer models of domain uncertainty and dialogue context would enable us to account
for these utterance types.

Thus, much further work is required to scale these techniques to richer domains and
more capable dialogue systems. Nevertheless, we believe that these results showcase
how judicious system-building efforts can lead to dialogue capabilities that defuse
some of the bottlenecks to robust natural language interaction. In particular, a focus on
improving our agents’ basic abilities to tolerate and resolve ambiguities as a dialogue
proceeds may prove to be a valuable technique for improving the overall dialogue
competence of the agents we build.
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